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Recent Additions : October 2021
1. Dorling, Danny
Slowdown : the end of the great acceleration-and why it's good for the planet, the economy, and our
lives / Danny Dorling. - New Haven: Yale University Press, 2020. 385p.

Abstract: Drawing from an incredibly rich trove of global data, this groundbreaking book reveals that human
progress has been slowing down since the early 1970s. Danny Dorling uses compelling visualizations to
illustrate how fertility rates, growth in GDP per person, and even the frequency of new social movements have
all steadily declined over the last few generations. Perhaps most surprising of all is the fact that even as new
technologies frequently reshape our everyday lives and are widely believed to be propelling our civilization
into new and uncharted waters, the rate of technological progress is also rapidly dropping. Rather than lament
this turn of events, Dorling embraces it as a moment of promise and a move toward stability, and he notes that
many of the older great strides in progress that have defined recent history also brought with them widespread
warfare, divided societies, and massive inequality.
ISBN : 9780300243406.
1. Regression (Civilization) - History 2. Human progress - History 3. Social movements. I. Title
303.44 DOR20

111584

1

2. Armajani, Jon
Shia Islam and politics : Iran, Iraq, and Lebanon / Jon Armajani. - Lanham: Lexington Books, 2020.
237p.

Abstract: This book argues that ever since Iran’s Islamic Revolution in 1979, which established a Shia
Islamic government in Iran, that country’s religious and political leaders, have used Shia Islam as a crucial
way of expanding Iran’s objectives in the Middle East and beyond. Since 1979, Iran’s religious and political
leaders have been concerned about Iran’s security in the face of the hostility and expansionism of the United
States and other western countries, and the threats from powerful neighboring Sunni leaders and countries.
While Iran’s government has attempted to align itself with Shia Muslims in various countries, such as Iraq and
Lebanon, against American and Sunni expansionism, the Iranian government has attempted to religiously
nourish and politically mobilize those Shias as a matter of principle, not only because of the Iranian
government’s desires to protect Iran from external threats. The book analyzes Shia Islam and politics in Iraq,
Iraq, and Lebanon which have among the largest proportional Shia populations in the Middle East and are
vibrant centers of Shia intellectual life. The book's clear and jargon-free approach make it especially
accessible for students and general readers who would like an introduction to the book's topics.
ISBN : 9781793621351.
1. Iran - Shia - Political aspects 2. Iraq - Shia - Political aspects 3. Lebanon - Shia - Political aspects
4. Islam and politics. I. Title
320.557 ARM20

111583
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3. Fulda, Andreas
Struggle for democracy in mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong : sharp power and its discontents /
Andreas Fulda. - Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2020. 245p.

Abstract: The key question at the heart of this book is to what extent political activists in mainland China,
Taiwan and Hong Kong have made progress in their quest to liberalise and democratise their respective
polities. Taking a long historical perspective, the book compares and contrasts the political development
trajectory in the three regions from the early 1970s―from the election-driven liberalisation in Taiwan from
1969, the Democracy Wall Movement in mainland China in 1978, and the top-down political reforms of
Governor Patten in Hong Kong after 1992―until the present day. More specifically, it sets out the different
strategies and tactics political activists have taken, assesses the lessons activists have learned from both
successes and failures and considers how these experiences have informed their struggles for democracy.
Importantly, the book demonstrates that at the same time, throughout the period and earlier, the Chinese
Communist Party has been making use of "sharp power" ―penetrating the political and information
environments in Western democracies to manipulate debate and suppress dissenters living both inside and
outside China―in order to strengthen its domestic position. The book discusses the nature of this sharp power,
explores the rise of the security state within mainland China and examines the effectiveness of the approach,
arguing that in Taiwan and Hong Kong the approach has been counterproductive, with civil society,
campaigns for greater democracy and the flourishing of religion in part stimulated by the Chinese Communist
Party's sharp power practices.
ISBN : 9780367334901.
1. China - Democracy 2. Taiwan - Democracy 3. Taiwan - Political culture 4. Hong Kong - Political reforms 5.
Hong Kong (China) - Politics and government Hong Kong (China) - Politics and government. I. Title
320.951 FUL20

111586
3

4. Pakistan's political parties : surviving between dictatorship and democracy / Edited By Mariam
Mufti, Sahar Shafqat and Nilourfer Siddiqui. - Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 2020.
321p.

Abstract: Pakistan’s 2018 general elections marked the second successful transfer of power from one elected
civilian government to another—a remarkable achievement considering the country’s history of dictatorial
rule. Pakistan’s Political Parties examines how the civilian side of the state’s current regime has survived the
transition to democracy, providing critical insight into the evolution of political parties in Pakistan and their
role in developing democracies in general. Pakistan’s numerous political parties span the ideological
spectrum, as well as represent diverse regional, ethnic, and religious constituencies. The essays in this volume
explore the way in which these parties both contend and work with Pakistan’s military-bureaucratic
establishment to assert and expand their power. Researchers use interviews, surveys, data, and ethnography to
illuminate the internal dynamics and motivations of these groups and the mechanisms through which they
create policy and influence state and society. Pakistan’s Political Parties is a one-of-a-kind resource for
diplomats, policymakers, journalists, and scholars searching for a comprehensive overview of Pakistan’s party
system and its unlikely survival against an interventionist military, with insights that extend far beyond the
region.
ISBN : 9781626167711.
1. Pakistan - Political Parties - History 2. Pakistan - Politics and government.I. Mufti, Mariam ed. II. Shafqat,
Sahar ed. III. Siddiqui, Niloufer ed. IV. Title
324.25491 MUF20

111580
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5. Sood, Vikram
Ultimate goal : a former R&AW chief deconstructs how nations construct narratives / Vikram Sood. India: Harper Collins, 2020. 349p.

Abstract: In The Ultimate Goal, Vikram Sood, former chief of India's external intelligence agency, the
Research and Analysis Wing (R&AW), explains 'the narrative' and how a country's ability to construct, sustain
and control narratives, at home and abroad, enhances its strength and position. Intelligence agencies invariably
play a critical role in this, an often-indispensable tool of statecraft. A 'narrative' may not necessarily be based
on truth, but it does need to be plausible, have a meaning and create a desired perception. During most of the
twentieth century, intelligence agencies helped shape narratives favourable to their countries' agendas through
literature, history, drama, art, music and cinema. Today, social media has become crucial to manipulating,
countering or disrupting narratives, with its ability to spread fake news disinformation, and provoke reactions.
ISBN : 9789353579517.
1. Espionage 2. International relations 3. Military history. I. Title
327.1254 SOO20

111590
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6. Chakraborti, Tridib
India's strategy in the South China sea / Tridib Chakraborti and Mohor Chakraborty. - New York:
Routledge, 2020. 137p.

Abstract: The tensions in the South China Sea pose considerable challenges to the rules-based liberal
international maritime order. The situation demonstrates the interplay between maritime nationalism and
geostrategic rivalry; fuelling militarisation and endangering freedom of navigation, over-flight and
exploitation of natural resources. China’s dedicated "terraclaims", land reclamation and island-building spree
– enhanced with military surveillance, communications and logistics infrastructure-building in the form of
port facilities, military installations and airstrips – have escalated these tensions. China declares that these
territories are an integral part of its "core interests", taking an uncompromising stance on the question of
sovereignty and its determination to protect the domain militarily. India, although not a South China Sea
littoral state, sees both the general principle of the rules-based order and the specific issue of navigation
between the Indian and Pacific Oceans as core to its own national interest. Chakraborti and Chakraborty assess
the rationale and implications of India’s strategies and responses vis-à-vis the South China Sea dispute, and
their impact on its overall "Act East" initiative in Southeast Asia policy. They also analyse the implications of
India’s stance on the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), five member-states of which (Brunei,
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Vietnam) are involved in territorial disputes with China in the South
China Sea. The analysis focuses on the administrative tenures of both the United Progressive Alliance from
2004 until 2014 and the National Democratic Alliance from 2014 onwards.
ISBN : 9780367136772.
1. South China sea - International status 2. South China sea - Strategic aspects 3. India - Foreign relations Southeast Asia 4. India - Strategy - South China sea 5. China - Maritime boundaries. I. Chakraborty, Mohor
II. Title
327.54059 CHA20

111570
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7. Gidron, Yotam
Israel in Africa : security, migration, interstate politics / Yotam Gidron. - London: Zed Books Ltd,
2020. 213p.

Abstract: Amidst the turmoil of the Middle East, few have noticed the extent to which Israel has slowly but
surely been building alliances on the African continent. Facing a growing international backlash, Israel has
had to look beyond its traditional Western allies for support, and many African governments in turn have been
happy to receive Israeli political support, security assistance, investments and technology. But what do these
relationships mean for Africa, and for wider geopolitics? With an examination of Africa’s authoritarian
development politics, the rise of Born-Again Christianity and of Israel’s thriving high-tech and arms
industries, from the Israeli-Palestinian conflict to the migration of Africans to Israel and back again, Gidron
provides a comprehensive analysis of the various forces and actors shaping Israel’s controversial relationships
with countries on the continent. In particular, the book demonstrates that Israel’s interest in Africa forms
part of a wider diplomatic effort, aimed at blocking Palestine’s pursuit of international recognition. Though
the scale of Israeli-African engagements has been little appreciated until now, the book reveals how
contemporary African and Middle Eastern politics and societies interact and impact each other in profound
ways.
ISBN : 9781786995025.
1. Israel - Foreign relations - Africa 2. Africa - Foreign relations - Israel. I. Title
327.569406 GID20

111572
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8. Mcfarland, Victor
Oil powers : a history of the U.S-Saudi alliance / Victor Mcfarland. - New York: Columbia University
Prees, 2020. 357p.

Abstract: Since the mid-twentieth century, the United States and Saudi Arabia have built a close but often
troubled alliance. In this critical history, Victor McFarland reveals the deep ties binding the leaders of the two
nations.
Connecting foreign relations and domestic politics, McFarland challenges the view that the
U.S.-Saudi alliance is the inevitable consequence of American energy demand and Saudi Arabia’s huge oil
reserves. Oil Powers traces the growth of the alliance through a dense web of political, economic, and social
connections that bolstered royal and executive power and the national-security state. McFarland shows how
U.S. and Saudi elites collaborated to advance their shared interests against rivals at home and abroad. During
the 1970s, as higher oil prices enriched the Saudi government, destabilized the American economy, and
changed the balance of power in the Middle East, leaders of both countries responded by consolidating their
alliance. Facing objections from their own people, Washington and Riyadh chose to shield their partnership
from public oversight and accountability. While American support empowered the Saudi royal family and
helped the kingdom expand its influence across the Middle East, Saudi elites also encouraged a rightward shift
in U.S. foreign and economic policy―with profound long-term effects. Oil Powers reveals the role of the
U.S.-Saudi alliance in laying the groundwork for American military involvement in the Middle East and the
entrenchment of a global order fueled by oil.
ISBN : 9780231197274.
1. Saudi Arabia - Petroleum industry and trade 2. United States - Foreign relations - Saudi Arabia 3. Saudi
Arabia - Foreign relations - United States I. Title
327.730538 MCF20

111577
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9. Andersson, Erik
Reconstructing the global political economy : an analytical guide / Erik Andersson. - United Kingdom:
Bristol University Press, 2020. 208p.

Abstract: This intersectional and future-orientated textbook examines the challenges facing the world
economy as a result of climate change and rising inequality. It presents and explains key concepts and theories
from Global Political Economy, showing how these can be used to design a reconstruction of the global
political economy.
ISBN : 9781529200683.
1. International economic relations 2. Globalization - Economic aspects 3. Economic policy. I. Title
337 AND20

111582
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10. Murthy, C. S. R.
India in the United Nations : interplay of interests and principles / C. S. R. Murthy. - New Delhi: Sage
Publications, 2020. 299p.

Abstract: India in the United Nations: Interplay of Interests and Principles presents a holistic and systematic
understanding of India’s long and rich association with the United Nations (UN) ever since it was established
nearly 75 years ago. It examines notable patterns and phases of India’s role in the UN and focuses on key areas
of contemporary relevance where India’s diplomatic efforts were at play. These include the India–Pakistan
conflicts as well as other regional conflicts in the context of new threats to security, peacekeeping operations,
countering international terrorism, protection of human rights, development diplomacy, internet governance
and the question of enlargement of the Security Council. This book offers glimpses of India’s persistence in
framing its priorities and strategies for securing moral, legal and political endorsement in line with the
established principles of the UN. The insights from these cumulative experiences of the present and previous
governments are pertinent to crafting India’s future global role.
ISBN : 9789353883522.
1. India - United Nations 2. India - History 3. India - Foreign relations. I. Title
341.230954 MUR20

111568
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11. Bhatt, Pooja
Nine dash line : deciphering the South China sea conundrum / Pooja Bhatt. - New Delhi: KW
Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2020. 260p.

Abstract: The South China Sea (SCS) has been in limelight since UNCLOS Arbitration Tribunal gave its
judgement in July 2016. Famously known as Permanent Court of Arbitration verdict 2016, it decided in favour
of the Philippines on its maritime entitlements over the landforms in the SCS and nullified Chinese actions and
position there. China refused the arbitration's verdict on several grounds and went ahead with the
militarization of the islands. Moreover, it continues to assert its 'historic rights' over more than 80 percent of
the SCS as its Nine Dash Claim and the landforms within it. This book seeks answers for China's behaviour
in the SCS. It does so by looking at the issue from several angles- historic, environmental, legal, trade and
commerce, security as well as its relations with South East Asian countries that have EEZ claims in the SCS.
When looked through these multiple perspectives, Chinese actions and behaviour in the SCS seem to fit in its
China's grand strategy, that is, to become global and maritime superpower by 2050. Nine Dash Line is the
centre of that strategy. The waters of South China Sea region is shared by several littorals and transited for
trade by several others. China's unilateral claims and actions are likely to have repercussions on the larger
geo-politics. Therefore, it would be beneficial for all if the SCS high seas and resources are seen and treated as
a 'global commons'. Beijing has repeatedly demonstrated an unusually belligerent position with respect to
the SCS waters, not only with the regional littorals but also with extra-regional countries. Countries such as
the US, UK, France, India among others see themselves as the stakeholders in the peace and security of the
region.
ISBN : 9789389137347.
1. South China Sea - Maritime boundaries 2. South China Sea - Territorial waters 3. South China Sea International status. I. Title
341.4480916472 BHA20

111576
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12. India's national security vision 2030 / Edited by R.K. Arora and Vinay Kaura. - New Delhi:
Pentagon Press LLP, 2020. 187p.

Abstract: Analyses the contemporary security situation and evaluates possible alternative scenarios for the
future for implementing India's national security policy. The book offers timely and relevant analysis of an
evolving and uncertain security environment to provide the reader with an informed and balanced overview of
India's national security.
ISBN : 9789390095032.
1. India - National security 2. India - Military policy 3. India - Military relations. I. Arora, R.K. ed. II. Kaura,
Vinay ed. III. Title
355.033054 ARO20

111569
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13. Phillips, Andrew
Outsourcing empire : how company-states made the modern world / Andrew Phillips and J C
Sharman. - New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2020. 253p.

Abstract: From Spanish conquistadors to British colonialists, the prevailing story of European
empire-building has focused on the rival ambitions of competing states. But as Outsourcing Empire shows,
from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries, company-states―not sovereign states―drove European
expansion, building the world’s first genuinely international system. Company-states were hybrid ventures:
pioneering multinational trading firms run for profit, with founding charters that granted them sovereign
powers of war, peace, and rule. Those like the English and Dutch East India Companies carved out corporate
empires in Asia, while other company-states pushed forward European expansion through North America,
Africa, and the South Pacific. In this comparative exploration, Andrew Phillips and J. C. Sharman explain the
rise and fall of company-states, why some succeeded while others failed, and their role as vanguards of
capitalism and imperialism. In dealing with alien civilizations to the East and West, Europeans relied
primarily on company-states to mediate geographic and cultural distances in trade and diplomacy. Emerging
as improvised solutions to bridge the gap between European rulers’ expansive geopolitical ambitions and their
scarce means, company-states succeeded best where they could balance the twin imperatives of power and
profit. Yet as European states strengthened from the late eighteenth century onward, and a sense of separate
public and private spheres grew, the company-states lost their usefulness and legitimacy. Bringing a fresh
understanding to the ways cross-cultural relations were handled across the oceans, Outsourcing Empire
examines the significance of company-states as key progenitors of the globalized world.
ISBN : 9780691203515.
1. Europe - Colonies 2. International cooperation - History I. Sharman, J C II. Title
909.08 PHI20

111579
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14. Fry, Helen
MI9 : a history of the secret service for escape and evasion in World War Two / Helen Fry. - New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2020. 327p.

Abstract: When Allied fighters were trapped behind enemy lines, one branch of military intelligence helped
them escape: MI9. The organization set up clandestine routes that zig-zagged across Nazi-occupied Europe,
enabling soldiers and airmen to make their way home. Secret agents and resistance fighters risked their lives
and those of their families to hide the men.Drawing on declassified files and eye-witness testimonies from
across Europe and the United States, Helen Fry provides a significant reassessment of MI9’s wartime role.
Central to its success were figures such as Airey Neave, Jimmy Langley, Sam Derry, and Mary Lindell―one
of only a few women parachuted into enemy territory for MI9. This astonishing account combines escape and
evasion tales with the previously untold stories behind the establishment of MI9―and reveals how the
organization saved thousands of lives.
ISBN : 9780300233209.
1. Great Britain - MI9 - History 2. Great Britain - World War - Secret service 3. World War - Search and
rescue operations. I. Title
940.5486 FRY20

111575
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15. Fry, Helen
Walls have ears : the greatest intelligence operation of World War II / Helen Fry. - New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2020. 319p.

Abstract: A history of the elaborate and brilliantly sustained World War II intelligence operation by which
Hitler’s generals were tricked into giving away vital Nazi secrets “A great book.”―Michael Goodman, BBC
History Magazine “An astonishing story of wartime espionage.”―Robert Hutton, author of Agent Jack At the
outbreak of World War II, MI6 spymaster Thomas Kendrick arrived at the Tower of London to set up a top
secret operation: German prisoners’ cells were to be bugged and listeners installed behind the walls to record
and transcribe their private conversations. This mission proved so effective that it would go on to be set up at
three further sites―and provide the Allies with crucial insight into new technology being developed by the
Nazis. In this astonishing history, Helen Fry uncovers the inner workings of the bugging operation. On arrival
at stately-homes-turned-prisons like Trent Park, high-ranking German generals and commanders were given a
"phony" interrogation, then treated as "guests," wined and dined at exclusive clubs, and encouraged to talk.
And so it was that the Allies got access to some of Hitler’s most closely guarded secrets―and from those most
entrusted to protect them.
ISBN : 9780300254853.
1. Great Britain - World War - Secret service 2. Great Britain - World War - Military intelligence 3.
Espionage, British - History. I. Title
940.5486 FRY20

111591
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16. Houston, Christopher
Istanbul, city of the fearless : urban activism, coup d'etat, and memory in Turkey / Christopher
Houston. - California: University California Press, 2020. 227p.

Abstract: Based on extensive field research in Turkey, Istanbul, City of the Fearless explores social
movements and the broader practices of civil society in Istanbul in the critical years before and after the 1980
military coup, the defining event in the neoliberal reengineering of the city. Bringing together developments in
anthropology, urban studies, cultural geography, and social theory, Christopher Houston offers new insights
into the meaning and study of urban violence, military rule, activism and spatial tactics, relations between
political factions and ideologies, and political memory and commemoration. This book is both a social history
and an anthropological study, investigating how activist practices and the coup not only contributed to the
globalization of Istanbul beginning in the 1980s but also exerted their force and influence into the future.
ISBN : 9780520343207.
1. Turkey - Istanbul - Anthropology and history 2. Istanbul (Turkey) - History 3. Turkey - History - Coup
d'etat. I. Title
949.61 HOU20

111573
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17. One mountain two tigers : India, China and the high Himalayas / Edited by Shakti Sinha. - New
Delhi: Pentagon Press LLP, 2020. 201p.

Abstract: The May-June standoff in Ladakh between the Indian Army and the Chinese PLA caught not just
India, but the world by surprise as everyone's attention was on tackling the Covid-19 pandemic. Why did
China choose this moment to become an aggressor militarily? What are the lingering disputes between these
Asian giants, who would soon become the top two economies in the world? Is India's claim to Aksai Chin
based only on the security needs of colonial India? Or did Indian control over these areas go back in history?
What has been the historical links with these areas with the Indian mainland? What is the geostrategic
importance of Ladakh? Did internal tensions within the Chinese Communist Party cause relations with India
to break down? Has India internalised the lessons of 1962, and how is it placed militarily in Ladakh? Has India
fundamentally misunderstood China? Did the Wuhan Spirit and the Chennai Connect serve any purpose? Are
there other critical dimensions to the India-China relations where the latter may be at a disadvantage? This
book addresses these, and many such questions in detail.
ISBN : 9789390095100.
1 Himalaya Mountains Region - Geopolitics 2. Sino - Indian border dispute 3. India - Boundaries - China
I. Sinha, Shakti ed. II. Title
954 SIN20

111578
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18. Political violence in MENA / Edited by P R Kumaraswamy and Muddassir Quamar. - New Delhi:
KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2020. 215p.

Abstract: The volume comprises nine chapters encompassing important regional countries such as Egypt,
Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, Libya and Yemen. The introductory chapter puts the context for the causes and
consequences of political violence for a better comprehension of the issue. This volume is an invaluable
companion for the academia, students of international relations and Middle East studies, and the general
readership as well.
ISBN : 9789389137385.
1. Middle East - Political violence 2. Africa, North - Political violence 3. Middle East - Politics and
government 4. Africa, North - Politics and government.I. Kumaraswamy, P R ed. II. Quamar, Muddassir ed.
III. Title
956 KUM20

111581
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19. Candar, Cengiz
Turkey's mission impossible : war and peace with the Kurds / Cengiz Candar. - Lanham, Maryland:
Lexington books, 2020. 323p.

Abstract: This is a work of excavation of the modern history of Turkey, with the Kurdish question at its
center, unearthed and exposed in Çandar’s captivating narrative. The founding of a Turkish nation-state in
Asia Minor brought with it the denial of the distinct Kurdish identity in its midst, giving birth to an intractable
problem that led to intermittent Kurdish revolts and culminated in the enduring insurgency of the PKK. The
Kurdish question is perceived as a mortal threat for the survival of Turkey. The author weaves a fascinating
account of the encounter between Turkey and the Kurds in historical perspective with special emphasis on
failed peace processes. Providing a unique historical record of the authoritarian, centralist and
ultra-nationalist―rather than Islamist―nature of the Turkish state rooted in the last decades of the Ottoman
period and finally manifested in Erdoğan’s “New Turkey,” Çandar challenges stereotyped and conventional
views on the Turkey of today and tomorrow. Turkey’s Mission Impossible: War and Peace with the Kurds
combines scholarly research with the memoirs of a participant observer, richly revealing the author’s
first-hand knowledge of developments acquired over a lifetime devoted to the resolution of perhaps the most
complex problem of the Middle East.
ISBN : 9781498587501.
1. Turkey - Kurds 2. Turkey - Politics and government. I. Title
956.1 CAN20

111589
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20. Munif, Yasser
Syrian revolution : between the politics of life and the geopolitics of death / Yasser Munif. - London:
Pluto Press, 2020. 193p.

Abstract: Understanding the Syrian revolution is unthinkable without an in-depth analysis from below.
Paying attention to the complex activities of the grassroots resistance, this book demands we rethink the
revolution Having lived in Syria for over fifteen years, Yasser Munif is expert in exploring the micropolitics of
revolutionary forces. He uncovers how cities are managed, how precious food is distributed and how
underground resistance thrives in regions controlled by regime forces. In contrast, the macropolitics of the
elite Syrian regime are undemocratic, destructive and counter-revolutionary. Regional powers, Western elites,
as well as international institutions choose this macropolitical lens to apprehend the Syrian conflict. By doing
so, they also choose to ignore the revolutionaries' struggles By looking at the interplay between the two sides,
case studies of Aleppo and Manbij and numerous firsthand interviews, Yasser Munif shows us that this macro
and geopolitical authoritarianism only brings death, and that by looking at the smaller picture - the local, the
grassroots, the revolutionaries - we can see the politics of life emerge.
ISBN : 9780745340722.
1. Syria - History - Civil War 2. Syria - Politics and government 3. Human Rights. I. Title
956.91 MUN20

111588
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HONG KONG (CHINA) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

3

HONG KONG - POLITICAL REFORMS

3

HUMAN PROGRESS - HISTORY

1

HUMAN RIGHTS

20

INDIA - BOUNDARIES - CHINA

17

INDIA - FOREIGN RELATIONS

10

INDIA - FOREIGN RELATIONS - SOUTHEAST ASIA

6

INDIA - HISTORY

10

INDIA - MILITARY POLICY

12

INDIA - MILITARY RELATIONS

12

INDIA - NATIONAL SECURITY

12

INDIA - STRATEGY - SOUTH CHINA SEA

6

INDIA - UNITED NATIONS

10

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION - HISTORY

13

24

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS

9

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

5

IRAN - SHIA - POLITICAL ASPECTS

2

IRAQ - SHIA - POLITICAL ASPECTS

2

ISLAM AND POLITICS

2

ISRAEL - FOREIGN RELATIONS - AFRICA

7

ISTANBUL (TURKEY) - HISTORY

16

LEBANON - SHIA - POLITICAL ASPECTS

2

MIDDLE EAST - POLITICAL VIOLENCE

18

MIDDLE EAST - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

18

MILITARY HISTORY

5

PAKISTAN - POLITICAL PARTIES - HISTORY

4

PAKISTAN - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

4

REGRESSION (CIVILIZATION) - HISTORY

1

SAUDI ARABIA - FOREIGN RELATIONS - UNITED
STATES

8

SAUDI ARABIA - PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE

8

SINO - INDIAN BORDER DISPUTE

17

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

1

SOUTH CHINA SEA - INTERNATIONAL STATUS
SOUTH CHINA SEA - MARITIME BOUNDARIES
SOUTH CHINA SEA - STRATEGIC ASPECTS

6,11
11
6

SOUTH CHINA SEA - TERRITORIAL WATERS

11

SYRIA - HISTORY - CIVIL WAR

20

SYRIA - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

20

TAIWAN - DEMOCRACY

3

TAIWAN - POLITICAL CULTURE

3

TURKEY - ISTANBUL - ANTHROPOLOGY AND HISTORY

16

TURKEY - KURDS

19

TURKEY - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

19

TURKEY- HISTORY - COUP D'ETAT

16

25

UNITED STATES - FOREIGN RELATIONS - SAUDI
ARABIA

WORLD WAR - SEARCH AND RESCUE OPERATIONS

26

8

14

